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Wireless Information and Power Transfer:
Nonlinearity, Waveform Design and Rate-Energy
Tradeoff
Bruno Clerckx
Abstract—The design of Wireless Information and Power
Transfer (WIPT) has so far relied on an oversimplified and
inaccurate linear model of the energy harvester. In this paper, we
depart from this linear model and design WIPT considering the
rectifier nonlinearity. We develop a tractable model of the rectifier
nonlinearity that is flexible enough to cope with general multi-
carrier modulated input waveforms. Leveraging that model, we
motivate and introduce a novel WIPT architecture relying on
the superposition of multi-carrier unmodulated and modulated
waveforms at the transmitter. The superposed WIPT waveforms
are optimized as a function of the channel state information so
as to characterize the rate-energy region of the whole system.
Analysis and numerical results illustrate the performance of the
derived waveforms and WIPT architecture and highlight that
nonlinearity radically changes the design of WIPT. We make key
and refreshing observations. First, analysis (confirmed by circuit
simulations) shows that modulated and unmodulated waveforms
are not equally suitable for wireless power delivery, namely
modulation being beneficial in single-carrier transmissions but
detrimental in multi-carrier transmissions. Second, a multi-
carrier unmodulated waveform (superposed to a multi-carrier
modulated waveform) is useful to enlarge the rate-energy region
of WIPT. Third, a combination of power splitting and time
sharing is in general the best strategy. Fourth, a non-zero
mean Gaussian input distribution outperforms the conventional
capacity-achieving zero-mean Gaussian input distribution in
multi-carrier transmissions. Fifth, the rectifier nonlinearity is
beneficial to system performance and is essential to efficient
WIPT design.
Index Terms—Nonlinearity, optimization, waveform, wireless
power, wireless information and power transfer
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Information and Power Transfer/Transmission
(WIPT) is an emerging research area that makes use of
radiowaves for the joint purpose of wireless communications
or Wireless Information Transfer (WIT) and Wireless Power
Transfer (WPT). WIPT has recently attracted significant atten-
tion in academia. It was first considered in [2], where the rate-
energy tradeoff was characterized for some discrete channels,
and a Gaussian channel with an amplitude constraint on the
input. WIPT was then studied in a frequency-selective AWGN
channel under an average power constraint [3]. Since then,
WIPT has attracted significant interests in the communica-
tion literature with among others MIMO broadcasting [4]–
[6], architecture [7], interference channel [8]–[10], broadband
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system [11]–[13], relaying [14]–[16], wireless powered com-
munication [17], [18]. Overviews of potential applications and
promising future research avenues can be found in [19], [20].
Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) is a fundamental building
block of WIPT and the design of an efficient WIPT archi-
tecture fundamentally relies on the ability to design efficient
WPT. The major challenge with WPT, and therefore WIPT,
is to find ways to increase the end-to-end power transfer
efficiency, or equivalently the DC power level at the output
of the rectenna for a given transmit power. To that end,
the traditional line of research (and the vast majority of the
research efforts) in the RF literature has been devoted to the
design of efficient rectennas [21], [22] but a new line of
research on communications and signal design for WPT has
emerged recently in the communication literature [23].
A rectenna is made of a nonlinear device followed by a low-
pass filter to extract a DC power out of an RF input signal. The
amount of DC power collected is a function of the input power
level and the RF-to-DC conversion efficiency. Interestingly,
the RF-to-DC conversion efficiency is not only a function of
the rectenna design but also of its input waveform (power and
shape) [24]–[30]. This has for consequence that the conversion
efficiency is not a constant but a nonlinear function of the
input waveform (power and shape).
This observation has triggered recent interests on systematic
wireless power waveform design [29]. The objective is to
understand how to make the best use of a given RF spectrum
in order to deliver a maximum amount of DC power at the
output of a rectenna. This problem can be formulated as a
link optimization where transmit waveforms (across space and
frequency) are adaptively designed as a function of the channel
state information (CSI) so as to maximize the DC power
at the output of the rectifier. In [29], the waveform design
problem for WPT has been tackled by introducing a simple and
tractable analytical model of the diode nonlinearity through
the second and higher order terms in the Taylor expansion of
the diode characteristics. Comparisons were also made with a
linear model of the rectifier, that only accounts for the second
order term, which has for consequence that the harvested DC
power is modeled as a conversion efficiency constant (i.e. that
does not reflect the dependence w.r.t. the input waveform)
multiplied by the average power of the input signal. Assuming
perfect Channel State Information at the Transmitter (CSIT)
can be attained, relying on both the linear and nonlinear
models, an optimization problem was formulated to adaptively
change on each transmit antenna a multisine waveform as a
2function of the CSI so as to maximize the output DC current
at the energy harvester. Important conclusions of [29] are that
1) multisine waveforms designed accounting for nonlinearity
are spectrally more efficient than those designed based on
a linear model of the rectifier, 2) the derived waveforms
optimally exploit the combined effect of a beamforming gain,
the rectifier nonlinearity and the channel frequency diversity
gain, 3) the linear model does not characterize correctly the
rectenna behavior and leads to inefficient multisine waveform
design, 4) rectifier nonlinearity is key to design efficient
wireless powered systems. Following [29], various works have
further investigated WPT signal and system design accounting
for the diode nonlinearity, including among others waveform
design complexity reduction [31]–[34], large-scale system
design with many sinewaves and transmit antennas [32],
[33], multi-user setup [32], [33], imperfect/limited feedback
setup [35], information transmission [36] and prototyping and
experimentation [37]. Another type of nonlinearity leading to
an output DC power saturation due to the rectifier operating in
the diode breakdown region, and its impact on system design,
has also appeared in the literature [30], [38].
Interestingly, the WIPT literature has so far entirely relied
on the linear model of the rectifier, e.g. see [2]–[20]. Given
the inaccuracy and inefficiency of this model and the potential
of a systematic design of wireless power waveform as in
[29], it is expected that accounting for the diode nonlinearity
significantly changes the design of WIPT and is key to efficient
WIPT design, as confirmed by initial results in [1].
In this paper, we depart from this linear model and revisit
the design of WIPT in light of the rectifier nonlinearity. We
address the important problem of waveform and transceiver
design for WIPT and characterize the rate-energy tradeoff,
accounting for the rectifier nonlinearity. In contrast to the
existing WIPT signal design literature, our methodology in
this paper is based on a bottom-up approach where WIPT
signal design relies on a sound science-driven design of the
underlying WPT signals initiated in [29].
First, we extend the analytical model of the rectenna nonlin-
earity introduced in [29], originally designed for multi-carrier
unmodulated (deterministic multisine) waveform, to multi-
carrier modulated signals. We investigate how a multi-carrier
modulated waveform (e.g. OFDM) and a multi-carrier unmod-
ulated (deterministic multisine) waveform compare with each
other in terms of harvested energy. Comparison is also made
with the linear model commonly used in the WIPT literature.
Scaling laws of the harvested energy with single-carrier and
multi-carrier modulated and unmodulated waveforms are an-
alytically derived as a function of the number of carriers and
the propagation conditions. Those results extend the scaling
laws of [29], originally derived for unmodulated waveforms,
to modulated waveforms. We show that by relying on the
classical linear model, an unmodulated waveform and a mod-
ulated waveform are equally suitable for WPT. This explains
why the entire WIPT literature has used modulated signals.
On the other hand, the nonlinear model clearly highlights that
they are not equally suitable for wireless power delivery, with
modulation being beneficial in single-carrier transmission but
detrimental in multi-carrier transmissions. The behavior is fur-
thermore validated through circuit simulations. This is the first
paper where the performance of unmodulated and modulated
waveforms are derived based on an tractable analytical model
of the rectifier nonlinearity and the observations made from
the analysis are validated through circuit simulations.
Second, we introduce a novel WIPT transceiver architecture
relying on the superposition of multi-carrier unmodulated
and modulated waveforms at the transmitter and a power-
splitter receiver equipped with an energy harvester and an
information decoder. The WIPT superposed waveform and the
power splitter are jointly optimized so as to maximize and
characterize the rate-energy region of the whole system. The
design is adaptive to the channel state information and results
from a posynomial maximization problem that originates from
the nonlinearity of the energy harvester. This is the first paper
that studies WIPT and the characterization of the rate-energy
tradeoff considering the diode nonlinearity.
Third, we provide numerical results to illustrate the per-
formance of the derived waveforms and WIPT architecture.
Key observations are made. First, a multi-carrier unmodulated
waveform (superposed to a multi-carrier modulated waveform)
is useful to enlarge the rate-energy region of WIPT if the
number of subbands is sufficiently large (typically larger
than 4). Second, a combination of power splitting and time
sharing is in general the best strategy. Third, a non-zero
mean Gaussian input distribution outperforms the conventional
capacity-achieving zero-mean Gaussian input distribution in
multi-carrier transmissions. Fourth, the rectifier nonlinearity is
beneficial to system performance and is essential to efficient
WIPT design. This is the first paper to make those observations
because they are direct consequences of the nonlinearity.
Organization: Section II introduces and models the WIPT
architecture. Section III optimizes WIPT waveforms and char-
acterizes the rate-energy region. Section IV derives the scaling
laws of modulated and unmodulated waveforms. Section V
evaluates the performance and section VI concludes the work.
Notations: Bold lower case and upper case letters stand for
vectors and matrices respectively whereas a symbol not in bold
font represents a scalar. ‖.‖2F refers to the Frobenius norm a
matrix. A{.} refers to the DC component of a signal. EX {.}
refers to the expectation operator taken over the distribution of
the random variable X (X may be omitted for readability if
the context is clear). .∗ refers to the conjugate of a scalar. (.)
T
and (.)
H
represent the transpose and conjugate transpose of a
matrix or vector respectively. The distribution of a circularly
symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG) random vector with
mean µ and covariance matrix Σ is denoted by CN (µ,Σ)
and ∼ stands for “distributed as”.
II. A NOVEL WIPT TRANSCEIVER ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we introduce a novel WIPT transceiver
architecture and detail the functioning of the various building
blocks. The motivation behind the use of such an architecture
will appear clearer as we progress through the paper.
A. Transmitter and Receiver
We consider a single-user point-to-point MISO WIPT sys-
tem in a general multipath environment. The transmitter is
3equipped with M antennas that transmit information and
power simultaneously to a receiver equipped with a single
receive antenna. We consider the general setup of a multi-
carrier/band transmission (with single-carrier being a special
case) consisting of N orthogonal subbands where the nth
subband has carrier frequency fn and equal bandwidth Bs,
n = 0, ..., N − 1. The carrier frequencies are evenly spaced
such that fn = f0 + n∆f with ∆f the inter-carrier frequency
spacing (with Bs ≤ ∆f ).
Uniquely, the WIPT signal transmitted on antenna m,
xm(t), consists in the superposition of one multi-carrier un-
modulated (deterministic multisine) power waveform xP,m(t)
at frequencies fn, n = 0, ..., N − 1 for WPT and one multi-
carrier modulated communication waveform xI,m(t) at the
same frequencies for WIT1, as per Fig 1(a). The modulated
waveform carries N independent information symbols x˜n(t)
on subband n = 0, ..., N−1. Hence, the transmit WIPT signal
at time t on antenna m = 1, ...,M writes as
xm(t) = xP,m(t) + xI,m(t),
=
N−1∑
n=0
sP,n,m cos(2πfnt+ φP,n,m)
+ s˜I,n,m(t) cos(2πfnt+ φ˜I,n,m(t)),
= ℜ
{
N−1∑
n=0
(wP,n,m + xn,m(t)) e
j2πfnt
}
,
= ℜ
{
N−1∑
n=0
(wP,n,m + wI,n,mx˜n(t)) e
j2πfnt
}
(1)
where we denote the complex-valued baseband signal trans-
mitted by antenna m at subband n for the unmodulated (de-
terministic multisine) waveform as wP,n,m = sP,n,me
jφP,n,m
and for the modulated waveform as xn,m(t) = wI,n,mx˜n(t) =
s˜I,n,m(t)e
jφ˜I,n,m(t). wP,n,m is constant across time (for a
given channel state) and xP,m(t) is therefore the weighted
summation of N sinewaves inter-separated by ∆f Hz, and
hence occupies zero bandwidth. On the other hand, xn,m(t)
has a signal bandwidth no greater than Bs with symbols x˜n(t)
assumed i.i.d. CSCG2 random variable with zero-mean and
unit variance (power), denoted as x˜n ∼ CN (0, 1). Denoting
the input symbol x˜n = |x˜n| ejφx˜n , we further express the
magnitude and phase of xn,m as follows s˜I,n,m=sI,n,m |x˜n|
with sI,n,m = |wI,n,m| and φ˜I,n,m = φI,n,m+φx˜n . Hence
E{ |xn,m|2 } = s2I,n,m and xn,m ∼ CN (0, s2I,n,m).
The transmit WIPT signal propagates through a multipath
channel, characterized by L paths. Let τl and αl be the
delay and amplitude gain of the lth path, respectively. Further,
denote by ζn,m,l the phase shift of the l
th path between
transmit antenna m and the receive antenna at subband n.
Denoting vn,m(t) = wP,n,m+wI,n,mx˜n(t), the signal received
at the single-antenna receiver due to transmit antenna m
can be expressed as the sum of two contributions, namely
one originating from WPT yP,m(t) and the other from WIT
1xI,m(t) can be implemented using e.g. OFDM.
2following the capacity achieving input distribution in a Gaussian channel
with average power constraint.
yI,m(t), namely
ym(t)= yP,m(t) + yI,m(t),
=ℜ
{
L−1∑
l=0
N−1∑
n=0
αlvn,m(t− τl)ej2πfn(t−τl)+ζn,m,l
}
,
≈ℜ
{
N−1∑
n=0
hn,m (wP,n,m+wI,n,mx˜n(t)) e
j2πfnt
}
(2)
where we have assumed maxl 6=l′ |τl − τl′ | << 1/Bs so that
vn,m(t) and x˜n(t) for each subband are narrowband signals,
thus vn,m(t− τl) = vn,m(t) and x˜n(t− τl) = x˜n(t), ∀l. The
quantity hn,m =An,me
jψ¯n,m =
∑L−1
l=0 αle
j(−2πfnτl+ζn,m,l) is
the channel frequency response between antenna m and the
receive antenna at frequency fn.
Stacking up all transmit signals across all antennas, we can
write the transmit WPT and WIT signal vectors as
xP (t) = ℜ
{
N−1∑
n=0
wP,ne
j2πfnt
}
, (3)
xI(t) = ℜ
{
N−1∑
n=0
wI,nx˜n(t)e
j2πfnt
}
(4)
where wP/I,n =
[
wP/I,n,1 . . . wP/I,n,M
]T
. Similarly,
we define the vector channel as hn =
[
hn,1 ... hn,M
]
.
The total received signal comprises the sum of (2) over all
transmit antennas, namely
y(t) = yP (t) + yI(t),
= ℜ
{
N−1∑
n=0
hn (wP,n +wI,nx˜n) e
j2πfnt
}
. (5)
The magnitudes and phases of the sinewaves can be col-
lected into N ×M matrices SP and ΦP . The (n,m) entry
of SP and ΦP write as sP,n,m and φP,n,m, respectively.
Similarly, we define N × M matrices such that the (n,m)
entry of matrix SI and ΦI write as sI,n,m and φI,n,m,
respectively. We define the average power of the WPT and
WIT waveforms as PP =
1
2 ‖SP ‖2F and PI = 12 ‖SI‖2F . Due
to the superposition of the two waveforms, the total average
transmit power constraint writes as PP + PI ≤ P .
Following Fig 1(b), using a power splitter with a power
splitting ratio ρ and assuming perfect matching (as in
Section II-C1), the input voltage signals
√
ρRanty(t) and√
(1− ρ)Ranty(t) are respectively conveyed to the energy
harvester (EH) and the information decoder (ID).
Remark 1: As it will appear clearer throughout the paper,
the benefit of choosing a deterministic multisine power wave-
form over other types of power waveform (e.g. modulated,
pseudo-random) is twofold: 1) energy benefit: multisine will be
shown to be superior to a modulated waveform, 2) rate benefit:
multisine is deterministic and therefore does not induce any
rate loss at the communication receiver.
Remark 2: It is worth noting the effect of the determin-
istic multisine waveform on the input distribution in (1).
Recall that xn,m = s˜I,n,me
jφ˜I,n,m ∼ CN (0, s2I,n,m). Hence
wP,n,m+xn,m ∼ CN (wP,n,m, s2I,n,m) and the effective input
distribution on a given frequency and antenna is not zero
4+ 
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Fig. 1. Transceiver (Tx and Rx) architecture for WIPT with superposed
communication and power waveform (WF).
mean3. The magnitude |wP,n,m + xn,m| is Ricean distributed
with a K-factor on frequency n and antenna m given by
Kn,m = s
2
P,n,m/s
2
I,n,m.
Remark 3: The superposition of information and power sig-
nals has appeared in other works, but for completely different
purposes; namely for multiuser WIPT in [6], collaborative
WIPT in interference channel in [43], [44], and for secrecy
reasons in [45], [46]. Since those works relied on the linear
model, the superposition was not motivated by the rectifier
nonlinearity. Moreover, the properties of the power signals are
completely different. While the power signal is a deterministic
multisine waveform leading to non-zero mean Gaussian input
and the twofold benefit (Remark 1) in this work, it is complex
(pseudo-random) Gaussian ∼ CN (0,Σ) in those works.
B. Information Decoder
Since xP,m(t) does not contain any information, it is
deterministic. This has for consequence that the differential
entropy of vn,m and xn,m are identical (because translation
does not change the differential entropy) and the achievable
rate is always equal to
I(SI ,ΦI , ρ)=
N−1∑
n=0
log2
(
1 +
(1− ρ) |hnwI,n|2
σ2n
)
, (6)
where σ2n is the variance of the AWGN from the antenna and
the RF-to-baseband down-conversion on tone n.
Naturally, I(SI ,ΦI , ρ) is larger than the maximum rate
achievable when ρ = 0, i.e. I(S⋆I ,Φ
⋆
I , 0), which is obtained
by performing Maximum Ratio Transmission (MRT) on each
subband and water-filling power allocation across subbands.
The rate (6) is achievable irrespectively of the receiver
architecture, e.g. with and without waveform cancellation. In
the former case, after down-conversion from RF-to-baseband
(BB) and ADC, the contribution of the power waveform is
subtracted from the received signal (as illustrated in Fig 1(b))4.
In the latter case, the “Power WF cancellation” box of Fig 1(b)
is removed and the BB receiver decodes the translated version
of the codewords.
3If using OFDM, xI,m(t) and xm(t) are OFDM waveforms with CSCG
inputs and non-zero mean Gaussian inputs, respectively.
4If using OFDM, conventional OFDM processing (removing the cyclic
prefix and performing FFT) is then conducted in the BB receiver.
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Fig. 2. Antenna equivalent circuit (left) and a single diode rectifier (right).
C. Energy Harvester
In [29], a tractable model of the rectifier nonlinearity in
the presence of multi-carrier unmodulated (deterministic mul-
tisine) excitation was derived and its validity verified through
circuit simulations. In this paper, we reuse the same model and
further expand it to modulated excitation. The randomness due
to information symbols x˜n impacts the amount of harvested
energy and needs to be captured in the model.
1) Antenna and Rectifier: The signal impinging on the an-
tenna is y(t) and has an average power Pav = E
{ |y(t)|2 }. A
lossless antenna is modelled as a voltage source vs(t) followed
by a series resistance5 Rant (Fig 2 left). Let Zin=Rin+jXin
denote the input impedance of the rectifier with the matching
network. Assuming perfect matching (Rin = Rant, Xin = 0),
due to the power splitter, a fraction ρ of the available RF power
Pav is transferred to the rectifier and absorbed by Rin, so that
the actual input power to the rectifier is Pin = ρE
{ |y(t)|2 }=
E{ |vin(t)|2 }/Rin and vin(t)=vs(t)/2. Hence, vin(t) can be
formed as vin(t)=y(t)
√
ρRin=y(t)
√
ρRant. We also assume
that the antenna noise is too small to be harvested.
Let us now look at Fig 2(right) and consider a rectifier
composed of a single series diode6 followed by a low-pass
filter with load. Denoting the voltage drop across the diode as
vd(t) = vin(t) − vout(t) where vin(t) is the input voltage to
the diode and vout(t) is the output voltage across the load
resistor, a tractable behavioral diode model is obtained by
Taylor series expansion of the diode characteristic equation
id(t) = is
(
e
vd(t)
nvt − 1) (with is the reverse bias saturation
current, vt the thermal voltage, n the ideality factor assumed
equal to 1.05) around a quiescent operating point vd = a,
namely id(t) =
∑∞
i=0 k
′
i (vd(t)− a)i where k′0 = is
(
e
a
nvt −1)
and k′i = is
e
a
nvt
i!(nvt)
i , i = 1, . . . ,∞. Assume a steady-state
response and an ideal low pass filter such that vout(t) is at
constant DC level. Choosing a = E {vd(t)} = −vout, we can
write id(t) =
∑∞
i=0 k
′
ivin(t)
i =
∑∞
i=0 k
′
iρ
i/2R
i/2
anty(t)
i.
Under the ideal rectifier assumption and a deterministic
incoming waveform y(t), the current delivered to the load
in a steady-state response is constant and given by iout =
A{id(t)}. In order to make the optimization tractable, we
truncate the Taylor expansion to the ntho order. A nonlinear
model truncates the Taylor expansion to the ntho order but
retains the fundamental nonlinear behavior of the diode while
a linear model truncates to the second order term.
5Assumed real for simplicity. A more general model can be found in [31].
6The model holds also for more general rectifiers as shown in [31].
52) Linear and Nonlinear Models: After truncation, the
output DC current approximates as
iout = A{id(t)} ≈
no∑
i=0
k′iρ
i/2R
i/2
antA
{
y(t)i
}
. (7)
Let us first consider a multi-carrier unmodulated (multisine)
waveform, i.e. y(t) = yP (t). Following [29], we get an
approximation of the DC component of the current at the
output of the rectifier (and the low-pass filter) with a multisine
excitation over a multipath channel as
iout ≈ k′0 +
no∑
i even,i≥2
k′iρ
i/2R
i/2
antA
{
yP (t)
i
}
(8)
where A{yP (t)2} and A{yP (t)4} are detailed in (9) and
(11), respectively (at the top of next page). The linear model
is a special case of the nonlinear model and is obtained by
truncating the Taylor expansion to order 2 (no = 2).
Let us then consider the multi-carrier modulated waveform,
i.e. y(t) = yI(t). It can be viewed as a multisine waveform for
a fixed set of input symbols {x˜n}. Hence, we can also write the
DC component of the current at the output of the rectifier (and
the low-pass filter) with a multi-carrier modulated excitation
and fixed set of input symbols over a multipath channel as
k′0+
∑no
i even,i≥2 k
′
iρ
i/2R
i/2
antA
{
yI(t)
i
}
. Similar expressions as
(9) and (11) can be written for A{yI(t)2} and A{yI(t)4} for
a fixed set of input symbols {x˜n}. However, contrary to the
multisine waveform, the input symbols {x˜n} of the modulated
waveform change randomly at symbol rate 1/Bs. For a given
channel impulse response, the proposed model for the DC
current with a modulated waveform is obtained as
iout ≈ k′0 +
no∑
i even,i≥2
k′iρ
i/2R
i/2
antE{x˜n}
{A{yI(t)i}} , (12)
by taking the expectation over the distribution of the input
symbols {x˜n}. For E
{A{yI(t)i}} with i even, the DC
component is first extracted for a given set of amplitudes
{s˜I,n,m} and phases
{
φ˜I,n,m
}
and then expectation is taken
over the randomness of the input symbols x˜n. Due to the i.i.d.
CSCG distribution of the input symbols, |x˜n|2 is exponentially
distributed with E {∣∣x˜n∣∣2 } = 1 and φx˜n is uniformly dis-
tributed. From the moments of an exponential distribution, we
also have that E {∣∣x˜n∣∣4 } = 2. We can then express (13) and
(14) as a function of sI,n,m and ψI,n,m = φI,n,m+ψ¯n,m. Note
that this factor of E {∣∣x˜n∣∣4 } = 2 does not appear in (11) due
to the absence of modulation, which explains why (11) and
(14) enjoy a multiplicative factor of 38 and
6
8 , respectively. Here
again, the linear model is obtained by truncating to no = 2.
Let us finally consider the superposed waveform, i.e. y(t) =
yP (t)+yI(t). Both yP (t) and yI(t) waveforms now contribute
to the DC component
iout ≈ k′0 +
no∑
i even,i≥2
k′iρ
i/2R
i/2
antE{x˜n}
{A{y(t)i}}. (16)
Taking for instance no = 4 and further expanding the term
E{x˜n}
{A{y(t)i}} using the fact that E {A{yP (t)yI(t)}} =
0, E {A{yP (t)3yI(t)}} = 0, E {A{yP (t)yI(t)3}} = 0 and
E {A{yP (t)2yI(t)2}} = A{yP (t)2} E {A{yI(t)2}}, iout
can be written as
iout ≈ k′0 + k′2ρRantA
{
yP (t)
2
}
+ k′4ρ
2R2antA
{
yP (t)
4
}
+ k′2ρRantE
{A{yI(t)2}}+ k′4ρ2R2antE {A{yI(t)4}}
+ 6k′4ρ
2R2antA
{
yP (t)
2
} E {A{yI(t)2}} . (17)
Observation 1: The linear model highlights that there is
no difference in using a multi-carrier unmodulated (multisine)
waveform and a multi-carrier modulated (e.g. OFDM) wave-
form for WPT, since according to this model the harvested
energy is a function of
∑N−1
n=0
∣∣hnwP/I,n∣∣2, as seen from (9)
and (13). Hence modulated and unmodulated waveforms are
equally suitable. On the other hand, the nonlinear model high-
lights that there is a clear difference between using a multi-
carrier unmodulated over a multi-carrier modulated waveform
in WPT. Indeed, from (13) and (15) of the modulated wave-
form, both the second and fourth order terms exhibit the
same behavior and same dependencies, namely they are both
exclusively function of
∑N−1
n=0 |hnwI,n|2. That suggests that
for a multi-carrier modulated waveform with CSCG inputs, the
linear and nonlinear models are equivalent, i.e. there is no need
in modeling the fourth and higher order term. On the other
hand, for the unmodulated waveform, the second and fourth
order terms, namely (9) and (11), exhibit clearly different
behaviors with the second order term being linear and the
fourth order being nonlinear and function of terms expressed
as the product of contributions from different frequencies.
Remark 4: The linear model is motivated by its sim-
plicity rather than its accuracy and is the popular model
used throughout the WIPT literature, e.g. [4]. Indeed, it is
always assumed that the harvested DC power is modeled
as ηPin(y(t)) = ηE
{A{y(t)2}} where η is the RF-to-
DC conversion efficiency assumed constant. By assuming η
constant, those works effectively only care about maximizing
the input power Pin(y(t)) (function of y(t)) to the rectifier,
i.e. the second order term (or linear term) E {A{y(t)2}} in
the Taylor expansion. Unfortunately this is inaccurate as η is
not a constant and is itself a function of the input waveform
(power and shape) to the rectifier, as recently highlighted in the
communication literature [23], [28]–[30] but well recognized
in the RF literature [21], [22]. This linear model was shown
through circuit simulations in [29] to be inefficient to design
multisine waveform but also inaccurate to predict the behavior
of such waveforms in the practical low-power regime (-30dBm
to 0dBm). On the other hand, the nonlinear model, rather than
explicitly expressing the DC output power as η(y(t))Pin(y(t))
with η(y(t)) a function of the input signal power and shape,
it directly expresses the output DC current as a function of
y(t) (and therefore as a function of the transmit signal and
wireless channel) and leads to a more tractable formulation.
Such a nonlinear model with no = 4 has been validated for
the design of multisine waveform in [28], [29], [31] using
circuit simulators with various rectifier topologies and input
power and in [37] through prototyping and experimentation.
Nevertheless, the use of a linear vs a nonlinear model for the
design of WPT based on other types of waveforms and the
design of WIPT has never been addressed so far.
6A
{
yP (t)
2
}
=
1
2
[
N−1∑
n=0
∣∣hnwP,n∣∣2
]
=
1
2

N−1∑
n=0
∑
m0,m1
sP,n,m0sP,n,m1An,m0An,m1 cos
(
ψP,n,m0 − ψP,n,m1
) , (9)
A
{
yP (t)
4
}
=
3
8
ℜ


∑
n0,n1,n2,n3
n0+n1=n2+n3
hn0wP,n0hn1wP,n1
(
hn2wP,n2
)
∗
(
hn3wP,n3
)
∗

 , (10)
=
3
8

 ∑
n0,n1,n2,n3
n0+n1=n2+n3
∑
m0,m1,
m2,m3
[
3∏
j=0
sP,nj ,mjAnj ,mj
]
cos(ψP,n0,m0 + ψP,n1,m1 − ψP,n2,m2 − ψP,n3,m3 )

 . (11)
E
{
A
{
yI (t)
2
}}
=
1
2

N−1∑
n=0
∑
m0,m1
sI,n,m0sI,n,m1An,m0An,m1 cos
(
ψI,n,m0 − ψI,n,m1
) = 1
2
[
N−1∑
n=0
∣∣hnwI,n∣∣2
]
(13)
E
{
A
{
yI (t)
4
}}
=
6
8
[ ∑
n0,n1
∑
m0,m1,
m2,m3
[ ∏
j=0,2
sI,n0,mjAn0,mj
][ ∏
j=1,3
sI,n1,mjAn1,mj
]
cos(ψI,n0 ,m0+ψI,n1,m1−ψI,n0,m2−ψI,n1,m3 )
]
(14)
=
6
8
[
N−1∑
n=0
∣∣hnwI,n∣∣2
]2
(15)
Remark 5: The above model deals with the diode non-
linearity under ideal low pass filter and perfect impedance
matching. However there exist other sources of nonlinearities
in a rectifier, e.g. impedance mismatch, breakdown voltage and
harmonics. Recently, another nonlinear model has emerged
in [30]. This model accounts for the fact that for a given
rectifier design, the RF-to-DC conversion efficiency η is a
function of the input power and sharply decreases once the
input power has reached the diode breakdown region. This
leads to a saturation nonlinearity where the output DC power
saturates beyond a certain input power level. There are multi-
ple differences between those two models.
First, our diode nonlinearity model assumes the rectifier is
not operating in the diode breakdown region. Circuit eval-
uations in [29], [31] and in Section V-B also confirm that
the rectifier never reached the diode breakdown voltage under
all investigated scenarios. We therefore do not model the
saturation effect. On the other hand, [30] assumes the rectifier
can operate in the breakdown region and therefore models the
saturation. However, it is to be reminded that operating diodes
in the breakdown region is not the purpose of a rectifier and
should be avoided. A rectifier is designed in such a way that
current flows in only one direction, not in both directions as it
would occur in the breakdown region. Hence, [30] models a
saturation nonlinearity effect that occurs in an operating region
where one does not wish to operate in. In other words, the
rectifier is pushed in an input power range quite off from the
one it has originally been designed for. This may only occur
in applications where there is little guarantee to operate the
designed rectifier below that breakdown edge.
Second, the diode nonlinearity is a fundamental, unavoid-
able and intrinsic property of any rectifier, i.e. any rectifier,
irrespectively of its design, topology or implementation, is
always made of a nonlinear device (most commonly Schottky
diode) followed by a low pass filter with load. This has for
consequence that the diode nonlinearity model is general and
valid for a wide range of rectifier design and topology (with
one and multiple diodes) as shown in [31]. Moreover, since
it is driven by the physics of the rectenna, it analytically
links the output DC metric to the input signal through the
diode I-V characteristics. On the other hand, the saturation
nonlinearity in [30] is circuit-specific and modeled via curve
fitting based on measured data. Hence changing the diode
or the rectifier topology would lead to a different behavior.
More importantly, the saturation effect, and therefore the
corresponding nonlinearity, is actually avoidable by properly
designing the rectifier for the input power range of interest.
A common strategy is to use an adaptive rectifier whose
configuration changes as a function of the input power level,
e.g. using a single-diode rectifier at low input power and
multiple diodes rectifier at higher power, so as to generate
consistent and non-vanishing η over a significantly extended
operating input power range [39], [40].
Third, the diode nonlinearity model accomodates a wide range
of multi-carrier modulated and unmodulated input signals
and is therefore a function of the input signal power, shape
and modulation. The saturation nonlinearity model in [30] is
restricted to a continuous wave input signal and is a function
of its power. Hence it does not reflect the dependence of the
output DC power to modulation and waveform designs.
Fourth, the diode nonlinearity is a beneficial feature that is
to be exploited as part of the waveform design to boost the
output DC power, as shown in [29]. The saturation nonlinearity
is detrimental to performance and should therefore be avoided
by operating in the non-breakdown region and using properly
designed rectifier for the input power range of interest.
Fifth, the diode nonlinearity is more meaningful in the low-
power regime (-30dBm to 0dBm with state-of-the-art recti-
fiers7) while the saturation nonlinearity is relevant in the high
power regime (beyond 0dBm input power).
7At lower power levels, the diode may not turn on.
7III. WIPT WAVEFORM OPTIMIZATION AND
RATE-ENERGY REGION CHARACTERIZATION
Leveraging the energy harvester model, we now aim at
characterizing the rate-energy region of the proposed WIPT
architecture. We define the achievable rate-energy region as
CR−IDC (P ) ,
{
(R, IDC) : R ≤ I,
IDC ≤ iout, 1
2
[ ‖SI‖2F + ‖SP ‖2F ] ≤ P}. (18)
Assuming the CSI (in the form of frequency response hn,m) is
known to the transmitter, we aim at finding the optimal values
of amplitudes, phases and power splitting ratio, denoted as
S
⋆
P ,S
⋆
I ,Φ
⋆
P ,Φ
⋆
I , ρ
⋆, so as to enlarge as much as possible the
rate-energy region. We derive a methodology that is general
to cope with any truncation order no
8.
Characterizing such a region involves solving the problem
max
SP ,SI ,ΦP ,ΦI ,ρ
iout(SP ,SI ,ΦP ,ΦI , ρ) (19)
subject to
1
2
[ ‖SI‖2F + ‖SP ‖2F ] ≤ P. (20)
Following [29], (19)-(20) can equivalently be written as
max
SP ,SI ,ΦP ,ΦI ,ρ
zDC(SP ,SI ,ΦP ,ΦI , ρ) (21)
subject to
1
2
[ ‖SI‖2F + ‖SP ‖2F ] ≤ P, (22)
with zDC =
∑no
i even,
i≥2
kiρ
i/2R
i/2
antE{x˜n}
{A{y(t)i}} where we
define ki =
is
i!(nvt)
i . Assuming is = 5µA, a diode ideality
factor n= 1.05 and vt = 25.86mV , we get k2 = 0.0034 and
k4 = 0.3829. For no = 4, similarly to (17), we can compute
zDC as in (23).
This enables to re-define the achievable rate-energy region
in terms of zDC rather than iout as follows
CR−IDC (P ) ,
{
(R, IDC) : R ≤ I,
IDC ≤ zDC , 1
2
[ ‖SI‖2F + ‖SP ‖2F ] ≤ P}, (24)
This definition of rate-energy region will be used in the sequel.
A. WPT-only: Energy Maximization
In this section, we first look at energy maximization-only
(with no consideration for rate) and therefore assume ρ = 1.
We study and compare the design of multi-carrier unmodulated
(multisine) waveform (y(t) = yP (t)) and modulated wave-
forms (y(t) = yI(t)) under the linear and nonlinear models.
Since a single waveform is transmitted (either unmodulated or
modulated), the problem simply boils down to the following
for i ∈ {P, I}
max
Si,Φi
zDC(Si,Φi) subject to
1
2
‖Si‖2F ≤ P, (25)
where zDC(SP ,ΦP ) =
∑no
i even,i≥2kiR
i/2
antA
{
yP (t)
i
}
for
multi-carrier unmodulated (multisine) waveform, and
zDC(SI ,ΦI) =
∑no
i even,i≥2kiR
i/2
antE{x˜n}
{A{yI(t)i}} for the
multi-carrier modulated waveform.
8We display terms for no≤4 but the derived algorithm works for any no.
The problem of multisine waveform design with a lin-
ear and nonlinear rectenna model has been addressed in
[29]. The linear model leads to the equivalent problem
maxwP,n
∑N−1
n=0 |hnwP,n|2 subject to 12
∑N−1
n=0 ‖wP,n‖2≤P
whose solution is the adaptive single-sinewave (ASS) strategy
w
⋆
P,n =
{ √
2P hHn / ‖hn‖ , n = n¯,
0, n 6= n¯. (26)
The ASS performs a matched (also called MRT) beamformer
on a single sinewave, namely the one corresponding to the
strongest channel n¯ = argmaxn ‖hn‖2. On the other hand,
the nonlinear model leads to a posynomial maximization
problem that can be formulated as a Reversed Geometric
Program and solved iteratively. Interestingly, for multisine
waveforms, the linear and nonlinear models lead to radically
different strategies. The former favours transmission on a
single frequency while the latter favours transmission over
multiple frequencies. Design based on the linear model was
shown to be inefficient and lead to significant loss over the
nonlinear model-based design.
The design of multi-carrier modulated waveform is rather
different. Recall that from (13) and (15), both the sec-
ond and fourth order terms are exclusively function of∑N−1
n=0 |hnwI,n|2. This shows that both the linear and non-
linear model-based designs of multi-carrier modulated wave-
forms for WPT lead to the ASS strategy and the optimum
w
⋆
I,n should be designed according to (26). This is in sharp
contrast with the multisine waveform design and originates
from the fact that the modulated waveform is subject to CSCG
randomness due to the presence of input symbols x˜n. Note that
this ASS strategy has already appeared in the WIPT literature,
e.g. in [11], [41] with OFDM transmission.
B. WIPT: A General Approach
We now aim at characterizing the rate-energy region of the
proposed WIPT architecture. Looking at (6) and (23), it is
easy to conclude that matched filtering w.r.t. the phases of the
channel is optimal from both rate and harvested energy max-
imization perspective. This leads to the same phase decisions
as for WPT in [28], [29], namely
φ⋆P,n,m = φ
⋆
I,n,m = −ψ¯n,m (27)
and guarantees all arguments of the cosine functions in{A{yP (t)i}}i=2,4 ((9), (11)) and in {E {A{yI(t)i}}}i=2,4
((13), (14)) to be equal to 0. Φ⋆P and Φ
⋆
I are obtained by
collecting φ⋆P,n,m and φ
⋆
I,n,m ∀n,m into a matrix, respectively.
With such phases Φ⋆P and Φ
⋆
I , zDC(SP ,SI ,Φ
⋆
P ,Φ
⋆
I , ρ) can
be finally written as (28). Similarly we can write
I(SI ,Φ
⋆
I , ρ) = log2
(
N−1∏
n=0
(
1 +
(1 − ρ)
σ2n
Cn
))
(29)
where Cn =
∑
m0,m1
∏1
j=0 sI,n,mjAn,mj .
Recall from [47] that a monomial is defined as the function
g : RN++ → R : g(x) = cxa11 xa22 . . . xaNN where c > 0 and
ai ∈ R. A sum of K monomials is called a posynomial
and can be written as f(x) =
∑K
k=1 gk(x) with gk(x) =
ckx
a1k
1 x
a2k
2 . . . x
aNk
N where ck > 0. As we can see from (28),
zDC(SP ,SI ,Φ
⋆
P ,Φ
⋆
I , ρ) is a posynomial.
8zDC(SP ,SI ,ΦP ,ΦI , ρ) = k2ρRantA
{
yP (t)
2
}
+ k4ρ
2R2antA
{
yP (t)
4
}
+ k2ρRantE
{
A
{
yI(t)
2
}}
+ k4ρ
2R2antE
{
A
{
yI(t)
4
}}
+ 6k4ρ
2R2antA
{
yP (t)
2
}
E
{
A
{
yI (t)
2
}}
. (23)
zDC(SP ,SI ,Φ
⋆
P ,Φ
⋆
I , ρ) =
k2ρ
2
Rant

N−1∑
n=0
∑
m0,m1
[
1∏
j=0
sP,n,mjAn,mj
]+ 3k4ρ2
8
R2ant

 ∑
n0,n1,n2,n3
n0+n1=n2+n3
∑
m0,m1,
m2,m3
[
3∏
j=0
sP,nj ,mjAnj ,mj
]
+
k2ρ
2
Rant

N−1∑
n=0
∑
m0,m1
[
1∏
j=0
sI,n,mjAn,mj
]+ 3k4ρ2
4
R2ant

N−1∑
n=0
∑
m0,m1
[
1∏
j=0
sI,n,mjAn,mj
]
2
+
3k4ρ2
2
R2ant

N−1∑
n=0
∑
m0,m1
[
1∏
j=0
sP,n,mjAn,mj
]

N−1∑
n=0
∑
m0,m1
[
1∏
j=0
sI,n,mjAn,mj
] (28)
In order to identify the achievable rate-energy region, we
formulate the optimization problem as an energy maximization
problem subject to transmit power and rate constraints
max
SP ,SI ,ρ
zDC(SP ,SI ,Φ
⋆
P ,Φ
⋆
I , ρ) (30)
subject to
1
2
[ ‖SI‖2F + ‖SP ‖2F ] ≤ P, (31)
I(SI ,Φ
⋆
I , ρ) ≥ R¯. (32)
It therefore consists in maximizing a posynomial subject
to constraints. Unfortunately this problem is not a standard
Geometric Program (GP) but it can be transformed to an
equivalent problem by introducing an auxiliary variable t0
min
SP ,SI ,ρ,t0
1/t0 (33)
subject to
1
2
[ ‖SI‖2F + ‖SP ‖2F ] ≤ P, (34)
t0/zDC(SP ,SI ,Φ
⋆
P ,Φ
⋆
I , ρ) ≤ 1, (35)
2R¯/
[
N−1∏
n=0
(
1 +
(1− ρ)
σ2n
Cn
)]
≤ 1. (36)
This is known as a Reversed Geometric Program [47]. A
similar problem also appeared in the WPT waveform op-
timization [28]. Note that 1/zDC(SP ,SI ,Φ
⋆
P ,Φ
⋆
I , ρ) and
1/
[∏N−1
n=0
(
1 + (1−ρ)σ2n
Cn
)]
are not posynomials, therefore
preventing the use of standard GP tools. The idea is to replace
the last two inequalities (in a conservative way) by making use
of the arithmetic mean-geometric mean (AM-GM) inequality.
Let {gk(SP ,SI ,Φ⋆P ,Φ⋆I , ρ)} be the monomial
terms in the posynomial zDC(SP ,SI ,Φ
⋆
P ,Φ
⋆
I , ρ) =∑K
k=1 gk(SP ,SI ,Φ
⋆
P ,Φ
⋆
I , ρ). Similarly we define
{gnk(SI , ρ¯)} as the set of monomials of the posynomial
1 + ρ¯σ2n
Cn =
∑Kn
k=1 gnk(SI , ρ¯) with ρ¯ = 1 − ρ. For a
given choice of {γk} and {γnk} with γk, γnk ≥ 0 and∑K
k=1 γk =
∑Kn
k=1 γnk = 1, we perform single condensations
and write the standard GP
min
SP ,SI ,ρ,ρ¯,t0
1/t0 (37)
subject to
1
2
[ ‖SI‖2F + ‖SP ‖2F ] ≤ P, (38)
t0
K∏
k=1
(
gk(SP ,SI ,Φ
⋆
P ,Φ
⋆
I , ρ)
γk
)−γk
≤ 1, (39)
2R¯
N−1∏
n=0
Kn∏
k=1
(
gnk(SI , ρ¯)
γnk
)−γnk
≤ 1, (40)
ρ+ ρ¯ ≤ 1, (41)
that can be solved using existing software, e.g. CVX [48].
It is important to note that the choice of {γk, γnk} plays a
great role in the tightness of the AM-GM inequality. An itera-
tive procedure can be used where at each iteration the standard
GP (37)-(41) is solved for an updated set of {γk, γnk}. Assum-
ing a feasible set of magnitude S
(i−1)
P and S
(i−1)
I and power
splitting ratio ρ(i−1) at iteration i − 1, compute at iteration i
γk =
gk(S
(i−1)
P
,S
(i−1)
I
,Φ⋆P ,Φ
⋆
I ,ρ
(i−1))
zDC(S
(i−1)
P
,S
(i−1)
I
,Φ⋆
P
,Φ⋆
I
,ρ(i−1))
k = 1, . . . ,K and γnk =
gnk(S
(i−1)
I , ρ¯
(i−1))/
(
1+ ρ¯
(i−1)
σ2n
Cn(S
(i−1)
I )
)
, n = 0, . . . , N−1,
k = 1, . . . ,Kn and then solve problem (37)-(41) to obtain
S
(i)
P , S
(i)
I and ρ
(i). Repeat the iterations till convergence. The
whole optimization procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 WIPT Waveform and R-E Region
1: Initialize: i← 0, R¯, Φ⋆P and Φ⋆I , SP , SI , ρ, ρ¯ = 1 − ρ,
z
(0)
DC = 0
2: repeat
3: i← i+ 1, S¨P ← SP , S¨I ← SI , ρ¨← ρ, ¨¯ρ← ρ¯
4: γk ← gk(S¨P , S¨I ,Φ⋆P ,Φ⋆I , ρ¨)/zDC(S¨P , S¨I ,Φ⋆P ,Φ⋆I , ρ¨),
k = 1, . . . ,K
5: γnk ← gnk(S¨I , ¨¯ρ)/
(
1+
¨¯ρ
σ2n
Cn(S¨I)
)
, n = 0, . . . , N−1,
k = 1, . . . ,Kn
6: SP ,SI , ρ, ρ¯← argmin (37)− (41)
7: z
(i)
DC ← zDC(SP ,SI ,Φ⋆P ,Φ⋆I , ρ)
8: until
∣∣∣z(i)DC − z(i−1)DC ∣∣∣ < ǫ or i = imax
Note that the successive approximation method used in the
9Algorithm 1 is also known as a sequential convex optimization
or inner approximation method [49]. It cannot guarantee to
converge to the global solution of the original problem, but
only to yield a point fulfilling the KKT conditions [49], [50].
C. WIPT: Decoupling Space and Frequency
When M > 1, previous section derives a general method-
ology to optimize the superposed waveform weights jointly
across space and frequency. It is worth wondering whether we
can decouple the design of the spatial and frequency domain
weights without impacting performance. The optimal phases
in (27) are those of a MRT beamformer. Looking at (6), (9),
(10), (13) and (15), the optimum weight vectors wP,n and
wI,n that maximize the 2
nd and 4th order terms and the rate,
respectively, are MRT beamformers of the form
wP,n = sP,nh
H
n / ‖hn‖ , wI,n = sI,nhHn / ‖hn‖ , (42)
such that, from (5), yP (t) =∑N−1
n=0 ‖hn‖ sP,n cos (wnt) = ℜ
{∑N−1
n=0 ‖hn‖ sP,nejwnt
}
and yI(t) =
∑N−1
n=0 ‖hn‖ sI,nx˜n cos (wnt) =
ℜ{∑N−1n=0 ‖hn‖ sI,nx˜nejwnt}. Hence, with (42), the
multi-antenna multisine WIPT weight optimization is
converted into an effective single antenna multi-carrier WIPT
optimization with the effective channel gain on frequency n
given by ‖hn‖ and the power allocated to the nth subband
given by s2P,n and s
2
I,n for the multi-carrier unmodulated
(multisine) and modulated waveform, respectively (subject
to
∑N−1
n=0 s
2
P,n + s
2
I,n = 2P ). The optimum magnitude
sP,n and sI,n in (42) can now be obtained by using the
posynomial maximization methodology of Section III-B.
Namely, focusing on no = 4 for simplicity, plugging (42)
into (9), (10), (13) and (15), we get (43) and (44). The
DC component zDC as defined in (23) simply writes as
zDC (sP , sI , ρ), expressing that it is now only a function of
the N -dimensional vectors sP/I =
[
sP/I,0, . . . , sP/I,N−1
]
.
Similarly, I(sI , ρ) = log2
(∏N−1
n=0
(
1 + (1−ρ)σ2n
s2I,n ‖hn‖2
))
.
Following the posynomial maximization methodology, we
can write zDC(sP , sI , ρ) =
∑K
k=1 gk(sP , sI , ρ) and 1 +
ρ¯
σ2n
Cn =
∑Kn
k=1 gnk (sI , ρ¯) with Cn = s
2
I,n ‖hn‖2, apply the
AM-GM inequality and write the standard GP problem
min
sP ,sI ,ρ,ρ¯,t0
1/t0 (45)
subject to
1
2
[
‖sP ‖2 + ‖sI‖2
]
≤ P, (46)
t0
K∏
k=1
(
gk(sP , sI , ρ)
γk
)−γk
≤ 1, (47)
2R¯
N−1∏
n=0
Kn∏
k=1
(
gnk(sI , ρ¯)
γnk
)−γnk
≤ 1, (48)
ρ+ ρ¯ ≤ 1. (49)
Algorithm 2 summarizes the design methodology with
spatial and frequency domain decoupling. Such an approach
would lead to the same performance as the joint space-
frequency design of Algorithm 1 but would significantly re-
duce the computational complexity since only N -dimensional
vectors sP and sI are to be optimized numerically, compared
to the N ×M matrices SP and SI of Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 WIPT Waveform with Decoupling
1: Initialize: i ← 0, R¯, wP/I,n and in (42), sP , sI , ρ, ρ¯ =
1− ρ, z(0)DC = 0
2: repeat
3: i← i+ 1, s¨P ← sP , s¨I ← sI , ρ¨← ρ, ¨¯ρ← ρ¯
4: γk ← gk(s¨P , s¨I , ρ¨)/zDC(s¨P , s¨I , ρ¨), k = 1, . . . ,K
5: γnk ← gnk(s¨I , ¨¯ρ)/
(
1+
¨¯ρ
σ2n
Cn(s¨I)
)
, n = 0, . . . , N−1,
k = 1, . . . ,Kn
6: sP , sI , ρ, ρ¯← argmin (45)− (49)
7: z
(i)
DC ← zDC(sP , sI , ρ)
8: until
∣∣∣z(i)DC − z(i−1)DC ∣∣∣ < ǫ or i = imax
D. WIPT: Characterizing the Twofold Benefit of using Deter-
ministic Power Waveforms
Superposing a power waveform to a communication wave-
form may boost the energy performance but may lead to the
drawback that the power waveform interferes with the commu-
nication waveform at the information receiver. Uniquely, with
the proposed architecture, this issue does not occur since the
power waveform is deterministic, which leads to this twofold
energy and rate benefit highlighted in Remark 1. Nevertheless,
in order to get some insights into the contributions of the deter-
ministic power waveform to the twofold benefit, we compare
in Section V the R-E region of Section III-B to that of two
baselines. The first baseline is the simplified architecture where
the deterministic multisine waveform is absent and for which
the R-E region can still be computed using Algorithm 1 by
forcing SP = 0. In this setup, the twofold benefit disappears.
The second baseline is the hypothetical system where the
power waveform is a deterministic multisine from an energy
perspective but CSCG distributed from a rate perspective.
The energy benefit is retained but the rate benefit disappears
since the power waveform now creates an interference term√
1− ρhnwP,n (with power level given by (1−ρ) |hnwP,n|2)
at the information receiver and therefore a rate loss. The
achievable rate of that system is given by
ILB(SP ,SI ,ΦP ,ΦI , ρ)
=
N−1∑
n=0
log2
(
1 +
(1− ρ) |hnwI,n|2
σ2n + (1− ρ) |hnwP,n|2
)
(50)
and the corresponding R-E region is a lower bound on that
achieved in Section III-B. Comparing those two R-E regions,
we get a sense of the rate benefit of using a deterministic
power waveform over a modulated one.
The lower bound on the R-E region is obtained by replacing
I by ILB in (24). Because of the interference term in the
SINR expression, decoupling the space frequency design by
choosing the weights vectors as in (42) is not guaranteed to
be optimal. To characterize the R-E region of the hypothetical
system, we therefore resort to the more general approach
where space and frequency domain weights are jointly de-
signed, similarly to the one used in Section III-B.
Let us assume the same phases Φ⋆P and Φ
⋆
I as in (27).
Such a choice is optimal for M = 1 (even though there is no
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A
{
yP (t)
2
}
=
1
2
[
N−1∑
n=0
‖hn‖
2 s2P,n
]
,A
{
yP (t)
4
}
=
3
8

 ∑
n0,n1,n2,n3
n0+n1=n2+n3
[
3∏
j=0
sP,nj
∥∥hnj∥∥
] , (43)
E
{
A
{
yI(t)
2
}}
=
1
2
[
N−1∑
n=0
‖hn‖
2 s2I,n
]
, E
{
A
{
yI (t)
4
}}
=
6
8
[
N−1∑
n=0
‖hn‖
2 s2I,n
]2
. (44)
claim of optimality forM > 1). With such a choice of phases,
zDC(SP ,SI ,Φ
⋆
P ,Φ
⋆
I , ρ) also writes as (28), while the lower
bound on the achievable rate is written as
ILB(SI ,Φ
⋆
I , ρ) = log2
(
N−1∏
n=0
(
1+
(1−ρ)Cn
σ2n+(1−ρ)Dn
))
(51)
where Cn =
∑
m0,m1
∏1
j=0 sI,n,mjAn,mj and Dn =∑
m0,m1
∏1
j=0 sP,n,mjAn,mj .
The optimization problem can now be written as (33)-(36)
with (36) replaced by
2R¯
∏N−1
n=0
(
1 + ρ¯σ2n
Dn
)
∏N−1
n=0
(
1 + ρ¯σ2n
(Dn + Cn)
) ≤ 1. (52)
Define the set of monomials {fnj(SP ,SI , ρ)} of the posyn-
omial 1+ ρ¯σ2n
(Dn+Cn) =
∑Jn
j=1 fnj(SP ,SI , ρ). For a given
choice of {γnj} with γnj ≥ 0 and
∑Jn
j=1 γnj=1, we perform
single condensations and write the standard GP as
min
SP ,SI ,ρ,ρ¯,t0
1/t0 (53)
subject to
1
2
[ ‖SI‖2F + ‖SP ‖2F ] ≤ P, (54)
t0
K∏
k=1
(
gk(SP ,SI ,Φ
⋆
P ,Φ
⋆
I , ρ)
γk
)−γk
≤ 1, (55)
2R¯
N−1∏
n=0
(
1 +
ρ¯
σ2n
Dn(SP )
)
Jn∏
j=1
(
fnj(SP ,SI , ρ)
γnj
)−γnj
≤ 1, (56)
ρ+ ρ¯ ≤ 1. (57)
The whole optimization procedure is summarized in Algorithm
3. Algorithm 3 boils down to Algorithm 1 for Dn = 0 ∀n.
IV. SCALING LAWS
In order to get some insights and assess the performance
gain/loss of an unmodulated waveform over a modulated
waveform for WPT, we quantify how zDC scales as a function
of N for M = 1. For simplicity we truncate the Tay-
lor expansion to the fourth order (no = 4). We consider
frequency-flat (FF) and frequency-selective (FS) channels. We
assume that the complex channel gains αle
jξl are modeled
as independent CSCG random variables. αl are therefore
independent Rayleigh distributed such that α2l ∼ EXPO(λl)
with 1/λl = βl = E
{
α2l
}
. The impulse responses have a
constant average received power normalized to 1 such that∑L−1
l=0 βl = 1. In the frequency flat channel, ψ¯n = ψ¯ and
Algorithm 3 Lower-Bound on R-E Region
1: Initialize: i← 0, R¯, Φ⋆P and Φ⋆I , SP , SI , ρ, ρ¯ = 1 − ρ,
z
(0)
DC = 0
2: repeat
3: i← i+ 1, S¨P ← SP , S¨I ← SI , ρ¨← ρ, ¨¯ρ← ρ¯
4: γk ← gk(S¨P , S¨I ,Φ⋆P ,Φ⋆I , ρ¨)/zDC(S¨P , S¨I ,Φ⋆P ,Φ⋆I , ρ¨),
k = 1, . . . ,K
5: γnj ← fnj(S¨P , S¨I , ρ¨)/
(
1+
¨¯ρ
σ2n
(Dn(S¨P ) +Cn(S¨I))
)
,
n = 0, . . . , N − 1, j = 1, . . . , Jn
6: SP ,SI , ρ, ρ¯← argmin (53)− (57)
7: z
(i)
DC ← zDC(SP ,SI ,Φ⋆P ,Φ⋆I , ρ)
8: until
∣∣∣z(i)DC − z(i−1)DC ∣∣∣ < ǫ or i = imax
An = A ∀n. This is met when (N−1)∆f is much smaller than
the channel coherence bandwidth. In the frequency selective
channel, we assume that L >> 1 and frequencies fn are far
apart from each other such that the frequency domain CSCG
random channel gains hn,m fade independently (phase and
amplitude-wise) across frequencies and antennas. Taking the
expectation over the distribution of the channel, we denote
z¯DC = E {zDC}. Leveraging the derivation of the scaling laws
for multisine waveforms in [29], we can compute the scaling
laws of multi-carrier modulated waveforms designed using the
ASS strategy (relying on CSIT) and the uniform power (UP)
allocation strategy (not relying on CSIT). UP is characterized
by Si =
√
2P/
√
N1N and Φi = 0N , i ∈ {P, I} [29].
Table I summarizes the scaling laws for both modulated
and unmodulated waveforms for N = 1 (single-carrier SC)
and for N > 1 (multi-carrier) with ASS and UP strategies.
It also compares with the UPMF strategy for multi-carrier
unmodulated (multisine) waveforms (introduced in [29]) that
consists in uniformly allocating power to all sinewaves and
matching the waveform phase to the channel phase (hence
it requires CSIT). Such a UPMF strategy is suboptimal for
multisine excitation with the nonlinear model-based design
and its scaling law is therefore a lower bound on what can
be achieved with the optimal multisine strategy of (25) [29].
Let us first discuss multi-carrier transmission (N >> 1)
with CSIT. Recall that, in the presence of CSIT, the ASS
strategy for multi-carrier modulated waveforms is optimal
for the maximization of zDC with the linear and nonlinear
model-based designs. The ASS for unmodulated (multisine)
waveform is only optimal for the linear model-based design.
As it can be seen from the scaling laws9, unmodulated
(multisine) waveform with UPMF strategy leads to a linear
9Taking N to infinity does not imply that the harvested energy reaches
infinity as explained in Remark 4 of [29].
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TABLE I
SCALING LAWS OF MULTI-CARRIER UNMODULATED VS MODULATED WAVEFORMS.
Waveform Strategy N,M Frequency-Flat (FF) Frequency-Selective (FS)
No CSIT
Modulated z¯DC,SC N=1,M=1 k2RantP + 6k4R
2
antP
2
Modulated z¯DC,UP N>1,M=1 k2RantP + 6k4R
2
antP
2 k2RantP + 6k4R2antP
2
Unmodulated z¯DC,SC N=1,M=1 k2RantP + 3k4R
2
antP
2
Unmodulated z¯DC,UP N>>1,M=1 k2RantP + 2k4R
2
antP
2N k2RantP + 3k4R2antP
2
CSIT
Modulated z¯DC,ASS N>>1,M=1 k2RantP + 6k4R
2
antP
2 k2RantP logN + 3k4R2antP
2 log2N
Unmodulated z¯DC,ASS N>>1,M=1 k2RantP + 3k4R
2
antP
2 k2RantP logN +
3
2
k4R2antP
2 log2N
Unmodulated z¯DC,UPMF N>>1,M=1 k2RantP + 2k4R
2
antP
2N ≥ k2RantP + pi2/16k4R2antP
2N
≤ k2RantP + 2k4R2antP
2N
increase of z¯DC with N in FF and FS channels while the
ASS strategy for both modulated and unmodulated only lead
to at most a logarithmic increase with N (achieved in FS
channels). Hence, despite being suboptimal for the nonlinear
model-based design, an unmodulated (multisine) waveform
with UPMF provides a better scaling law than those achieved
by modulated/unmodulated waveforms with ASS. In other
words, even a suboptimal multi-carrier unmodulated waveform
outperforms the optimal design of the multi-carrier modulated
(with CSCG inputs) waveform.
Let us now look at multi-carrier transmission in the absence
of CSIT. A modulated waveform does not enable a linear
increase of z¯DC with N in FF channels, contrary to the un-
modulated waveform. This is due to the CSCG distributions of
the information symbols that create random fluctuations of the
amplitudes and phases across frequencies. This contrasts with
the periodic behavior of the unmodulated multisine waveform
that has the ability to excite the rectifier in a periodic manner
by sending higher energy pulses every 1/∆f .
Finally, for the single-carrier transmission in the absence
of CSIT case (N = 1), an opposite behavior is observed
with z¯DC of the modulated waveform outperforming that of
the unmodulated waveform thanks to the fourth order term
being twice as large. This gain originates from the presence
of the fourth order moment of x˜n, namely E
{ |x˜n|4 } = 2, in
the fourth order term of (12). Hence modulation through the
CSCG distribution of the input symbols is actually beneficial
to WPT in single-carrier transmissions. Actually, this also
suggests that a modulation with an input distribution leading
to a large fourth order moment is beneficial to WPT 10.
The scaling laws also highlight that the effect of channel
frequency selectivity on the performance depends on the type
of waveform. Indeed, without CSIT, frequency selectivity is
detrimental to unmodulated waveform performance (as already
confirmed in [29]) but has no impact on modulated waveform
performance. On the other hand, with CSIT, frequency selec-
tivity leads to a frequency diversity gain that is helpful to the
performance of both types of waveforms11.
Observation 2: The scaling laws highlight that, due to the
diode nonlinearity of the fourth order term, there is a clear
difference between using an unmodulated (multisine) wave-
form and a modulated waveform in WPT. For single-carrier
10Asymmetric Gaussian signaling (asymmetric power allocations to the real
and imaginary dimensions) may be a better option than CSCG for WPT [51].
11This behavior was already confirmed in [29] for multisine waveforms.
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Fig. 3. Frequency response of the wireless channel.
transmissions (N = 1), the scaling law of the modulated
waveform outperforms that of the unmodulated waveform due
to the beneficial effect of the fourth order moment of the
CSCG distribution to boost the fourth order order term. On
the other hand, for multi-carrier transmissions (N >> 1), the
scaling law of multisine significantly outperforms that of the
modulated waveform. While z¯DC scales linearly with N with
a multisine waveform thanks to all carriers being in-phase,
it scales at most logarithmically with N with the modulated
waveform due to the independent CSCG randomness of the
information symbols across subbands. This also shows that
the diode nonlinearity can be beneficial to WPT performance
in two different ways: first, by involving higher order moments
of the input distribution, and second by enabling constructive
contributions from various frequencies.
Observation 2 further motivates the WIPT architecture of
Section II that is based on a superposition of multi-carrier
unmodulated (deterministic multisine) waveform for efficient
WPT and multi-carrier modulated waveform for efficient WIT.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
We consider two types of performance evaluations, the first
one is based on the simplified nonlinear model of Section
II-C with no = 4, while the second one relies on an actual
and accurate design of the rectenna in PSpice.
A. Nonlinear Model-Based Performance Evaluations
We now illustrate the performance of the optimized WIPT
architecture. Parameters are taken as k2 = 0.0034, k4 =
0.3829 and Rant = 50Ω. We assume a WiFi-like environment
at a center frequency of 5.18GHz with a 36dBm EIRP, 2dBi
receive antenna gain and 58dB path loss. This leads to an
12
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Fig. 4. CR−IDC as a function of N for M = 1, B = 1MHz and SNR=20dB.
average received power of about -20dBm. We assume a
large open space environment with a NLOS channel power
delay profile with 18 taps obtained from model B [52]. Taps
are modeled as i.i.d. CSCG random variables, each with an
average power βl. The multipath response is normalized such
that
∑18
l=1 βl = 1. Equivalently, this system model can be
viewed as a transmission over the aforementioned normalized
multipath channel with an average transmit power fixed to
-20dBm. Fig. 3 illustrates the frequency response of one
realization of the multipath channel.
The superposed multi-carrier modulated and unmodulated
waveforms are designed assuming a frequency gap∆f =B/N
with B=1MHz, and centered around 5.18GHz.
Fig 4(a),(b) illustrate the rate-energy (R-E) region obtained
with superposed waveforms (with Algorithm 1) and without
power (multisine) waveform (with Algorithm 1 by allocating
zero power to the unmodulated multisine waveform). M = 1
and N = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 are considered and transmission is
performed over the frequency response of Fig 3. The noise
power σ2n is fixed at -40dBm in each subband, corresponding
to a SNR (defined as P/σ2n) of 20dB. For the two strategies
(superposed waveforms and no power waveform), the extreme
right point on the x-axis refers to the rate achieved by the
water-filling solution (with all transmit power allocated to the
multi-carrier communication waveform) with ρ = 0. Note that
in all the figures, the rate has been normalized w.r.t. the band-
width NBs. Hence, the x-axis refers to a per-subband rate.
It decreases as N increases because each subband receives a
fraction of the total power. In Fig 4(a), the points on the y-axis
refer to the zDC achieved with the multisine waveform (WPT
only) of [29] with ρ=1 for N sufficiently large (e.g. 8,16).
A first observation is that with superposed waveforms,
increasing N boosts the harvested energy. On the other hand,
in the absence of multisine waveform, the harvested energy
does not change much. This was predicted from the scaling
laws in Table I that showed that the average zDC with a
multi-carrier modulated waveform is independent of N in
a frequency-flat channel and only increases logarithmically
with N in a frequency-selective channel (as a consequence
of a frequency diversity gain), and is lower than that achieved
with the multisine waveform (which scaled linearly with N ).
We also note that the benefit of using superposed waveforms
really kicks in for N typically larger than 4. For N smaller,
there is no incentive to use a superposed waveform. This is
also well aligned with the observations made from the scaling
laws where a modulated waveform was outperforming the
unmodulated waveform for small N and inversely. Because of
the frequency selectivity of the channel, a frequency diversity
gain is exploited in Fig 4. Its effect on IDC is for instance
noticeable in Fig 4(b) at very low rate. At such rate, the
power is allocated to a single subcarrier/subband, namely the
one corresponding to the strongest channel. For N = 1, the
subcarrier is located at the center frequency while for N=2,
the two subcarriers (in baseband) are located at -0.25 and 0.25
MHz. At -0.25 MHz the channel gain is very close to the
maximum experienced within the 1MHz band, which explains
why the harvested energy for N =2 at low rate is only very
slightly lower than that achieved for N>2. On the other hand,
for N=1, the loss in harvested energy is more clearly visible
due to the lower channel gain at the center frequency.
A second observation is that without power/WPT waveform,
the R-E region appears convex such that power-splitting (PS)
outperforms time sharing (TS), irrespectively of N . On the
other hand, with the superposed waveform, the R-E region
with PS is convex for low N (N = 2, 4) but concave-convex
for larger N (N = 8, 16). This has for consequences that PS-
only is suboptimal. Looking at Fig. 4(b) forN = 8, the convex
hull is obtained by TS between WPT (multisine waveform only
and ρ = 1) and WIPT with 0 < ρ < 1 (illustrated by point
A). Going for N = 16, the convex hull is obtained by TS
between the two extreme points: WPT (multisine waveform
only and ρ = 1) and WIT with water-filling (with ρ = 0).
This shows that the convex hull can in general be obtained
by a combination of TS and PS. This behavior is observed
because of the concacity-convexity of the R-E region, and
fundamentally originates from the rectifier nonlinearity.
Note that those observations are in sharp contrast with the
existing WIPT literature (relying on the linear model). It is
indeed shown in [7], [12] that PS always outperforms TS.
Fig 5(a),(b),(c),(d) further studies the performance of the
WIPT architecture with superposed waveform for N = 16 and
four different SNRs (10,20,30,40 dB) under the same channel
response as in Fig 3. Comparisons are made with two base-
lines, namely the simplified system with “no power waveform”
and the hypothetical system denoted by “LB” as described in
Section III-D. Comparing the R-E with superposed waveform
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Fig. 5. CR−IDC for N = 16 and M = 1 over the multipath channel of Fig. 3 with B = 1MHz and SNR=10,20,30,40 dB.
to the “no power waveform” case, we gain insight into the
joint twofold rate and energy benefit of using a deterministic
power waveform. Comparing it to the the “LB” R-E region,
we get insight into the rate benefit of using a power waveform
that does not incur a rate at the information receiver.
A first observation is that the R-E region with superposed
waveform and its lower bound (LB) is augmented thanks to
the presence of the deterministic multisine power waveform.
This can be seen by noting that the corresponding R-E regions
are larger than that obtained with no multisine waveform (No
power waveform). This key observation fundamentally comes
from the nonlinear behavior of the wireless power channel.
The usefulness of the multisine originates from the fact that
the rectifier is a nonlinear device and that the multisine
is deterministic. On the contrary, the modulated waveform
with CSCG inputs exhibits independent randomness of the
information symbols across sub-carriers that leads to some
uncontrollable fluctuation of the waveform at the input of the
rectifier and therefore some loss in terms of harvested energy.
Interestingly, this observation is in sharp contrast with the
WIPT literature relying on the conventional linear model. It
was indeed shown in [6] that, in the event where the power
waveform is not eliminated (and therefore treated as noise) by
the communication receiver, the power waveform is useless
and does not help enlarging the R-E region. As we can see
from Fig. 5 and Observation 2, even in the worst-case “LB”
where the power waveform is assumed to create interference
to the information receiver, the multisine power waveform is
always useful when the rectifier nonlinearity is properly taken
into account in the design of WIPT.
A second observation is that the gain over “LB” increases
as the SNR increases. At low SNR, the interference from
the power waveform in “LB” is drawn within the noise and
therefore does not impact much the R-E region. Both regions
are therefore quite similar at very low SNR. On the other
hand, as the SNR increases, in order for “LB” not to become
interference limited, the hypothetical system of Section III-D
needs to allocate a very small power to the multisine waveform
over a wide range of rates. For a given zDC , this leads to a rate
loss. This shows that the rate benefit of using a deterministic
waveform increases as the SNR increases.
A third observation is that at lower SNRs (10 and 20dB), the
R-E region achieved superposed waveforms with PS is actually
outperformed by a TS between WPT (multisine waveform
only and ρ = 1) and WIT (communication waveform only
and ρ = 0). At higher SNR (30 and 40dB SNR), PS
performs better than TS between those two extreme points.
This behavior is observed because of the concacity-convexity
of the R-E region. On the other hand, in the absence of the
WPT waveform (e.g. WIT-only transmission), the R-E region
appears convex because of the inefficiency of the modulated
waveform to boost zDC . At low SNR (as on Fig 5(a)), the
water-filling (WF) strategy for rate maximization coincides
with the ASS strategy for energy maximization. Hence the
ASS strategy is used across the boundary and only changing ρ
enables to draw the region boundary. As the SNR increases and
WF allocates power over an increasing number of subbands,
the region boundary with “No power waveform” is getting
rounded because of the log behavior of the rate expression.
In summary, we draw the following conclusions from Fig
4 and 5: 1) A multi-carrier power (multisine) waveform
(superposed to a multi-carrier communication waveform with
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CSCG inputs) is useful to enlarge the R-E region of WIPT,
for N sufficiently large (N > 4). 2) Without multisine power
waveform, PS is preferred over TS. 3) PS is favoured for low
N , a combination of PS and TS for medium N and TS for
large N . 4) For sufficiently large N , TS is favoured at low
SNR and PS at high SNR. It is important to note that 1), 3)
and 4) are consequences of the non-linearity of the rectifier.
It is also noteworthy to recall that if we had used the
linear model for the design and evaluation of the R-E region,
following Observation 1, there would not be any benefit of
using a multisine waveform on top of the modulated waveform
since both are equally suitable from an energy harvesting per-
spective. Moreover, according to Section III-A, the optimum
design of a multi-carrier modulated waveform (with CSCG
inputs) for WPT is the same for both the linear and non-
linear model, namely based on the ASS strategy. These facts
imply that the R-E region achieved with a design of WIPT
based on the linear model is the same as the one achieved
by “No power waveform” in Fig 4 and 512. Moreover, since
the “No power waveform” strategy is always significantly
outperformed by the superposed waveform in Fig 4 and 5, this
also implies that the design of WIPT based on the nonlinear
rectifier model is more spectrally efficient than a design based
on the linear model. The importance of accounting for the
nonlinearity of the rectifier in the design and evaluations of
WPT was highlighted in [29]. Evaluations in this paper shows
that this is also true for WIPT.
As a final but very interesting observation, we note that the
input distribution in every subband with “No power waveform”
or with a linear model-based design is CSCG. The mean is
always zero and the variance is frequency-dependent. This
is the classical capacity achieving input distribution over a
Gaussian channel with an average transmit power constraint.
Following Remark 2, we note however that with the su-
perposed waveform, the input distribution is Gaussian but
can have a non-zero mean. It is zero-mean as long as only
the multi-carrier modulated communication waveform (with
CSCG inputs) is used, but as we reduce the threshold R¯
and aim at a higher harvested energy, the waveform design
algorithm starts allocating power over the multisine waveform.
This has the effect of changing the input distribution from
zero mean to non-zero mean. Concurrently the variance of the
distribution decreases since the transmit power allocated to the
modulated waveform is decreased, which leads to increasing
K-factors (defined in Remark 2). This also suggests an alterna-
tive way of interpreting the transmit waveform (1). Rather than
viewing it as the superposition of a deterministic multisine
and a modulated waveform with CSCG inputs, we can view
it as a multi-carrier modulated waveform with a non-zero
mean Gaussian input distribution. Fig 4 and 5 effectively show
that designing a multi-carrier modulated waveform for WIPT
with non-zero mean Gaussian inputs leads to an enlarged R-E
region compared to the CSCG inputs. An interpretation of Fig
5(b) in terms of K-factor is provided in Fig 6.
12Validated by simulations but are not reported here for brevity.
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B. Validation of the Model and the Scaling Laws
The rectifier model and the scaling laws for multisine were
validated through circuit simulations using PSpice in [29]. We
here conduct a similar evaluation to validate the rectifier model
and the scaling laws for modulated waveforms with CSCG
inputs. To that end, PSpice simulations have been conducted
using the realistic rectenna of Fig 7 (same circuit as the one
used in Fig 10 of [29]) designed for an average input power of
-20dBm (10µW). Details on the circuit design can be obtained
in [29]. Applying the UP strategy to both a multisine waveform
and an OFDM waveform with CSCG inputs and assuming no
wireless channel, i.e. A=1 and ψ¯=0, Fig 8(left) displays the
harvested DC power Pdc measured at the rectifier output load
versus N , for M = 1, ∆f =B/N with B = 10MHz and an
OFDM symbol duration T = 1/∆f .
The DC power of the OFDM waveform has a flat behavior
as a function of N while that of the multisine increases rapidly
with N (up to N = 64)13. OFDM outperforms multisine for
small N and is outperformed for larger N . This validates the
scaling laws of No CSIT in FF of Table I and Observation 1. It
also highlights the inaccuracy of the linear model that would
have predicted that multisine and OFDM are equally suitable
for WPT. The loss of OFDM compared to multisine for most
N>2 comes from the random and independent fluctuations of
the input symbols (magnitude and phase) across frequencies
that lead to a random fluctuation of the input waveform, in
contrast with the periodic behavior of the multisine waveform
(which is more suitable to turn on and off the rectifier
periodically). The gain for N≤2 comes from the fourth order
moment of the CSCG distribution that boosts the fourth order
term in z¯DC by a factor 2 compared to the unmodulated case.
It is also worth contrasting with RF experiment results.
In [42], it was shown that (single-carrier) modulations such
QPSK and 16QAM lead to amplitude and phases variations
that are detrimental to the RF-to-DC conversion efficiency
compared to a CW (i.e. N=1) in the input power range 0-10
dBm. This may appear contradicting our results since modu-
lation hurts performance for N = 1. Recall that our results
are obtained with CSCG inputs, not with finite constellations.
The flat scaling law of the OFDM waveform may appear
quite surprising. Recall that both OFDM and multisine wave-
forms exhibit a larger PAPR as N increases, as illustrated
13For N > 64, a decrease is observed because the rectenna has been
optimized for N=4. Further explanations are provided in Fig 11 of [29].
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Fig. 7. Rectenna with a single diode and a L-matching network.
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Fig. 8. Pdc vs N (left) and CCDF of PAPR with OFDM vs N (right).
in Fig 8(right) for OFDM. We distinguish the CCDFs of
“max PAPR” for N = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and CCDF of “PAPR
∀N”. The former ones are obtained by drawing the CCDF
of max0≤t≤T |x(t)|2 /E
{ |x(t)|2 } (i.e. defined based on the
maximum instantaneous power of the signal over a symbol
duration). It is sensitive to N because max0≤t≤T |x(t)|2
is likely to increase as N increases. On the contrary, the
latter one displays the CCDF of |x(t)|2 /E{ |x(t)|2 } (i.e.
defined based on the instantaneous power of the signal). It
is insensitive to N because the modulated symbols are CSCG
distributed and so is also the time domain signal irrespectively
of N . For comparison, the PAPR of a multisine is given by
max0≤t≤T |x(t)|2 /E
{ |x(t)|2 } = 10 log(2N)[dB], e.g. 6dB
for N = 2 and 9dB for N = 4. Large PAPR has been
advertised in the RF literature as a way to enhance the RF-to-
DC conversion efficiency [24]–[27]. With OFDM, in contrast
with the multisine, Pdc is insensitive to N despite the increase
of the (max) PAPR with N . Such a behavior of the OFDM
waveform therefore cannot be explained by looking at PAPR.
This shows that just PAPR is not an accurate enough metric
to judge the suitability of a waveform for WPT. It should
also be stressed that in [29] (discussions along Fig 7 and 8 in
that paper), the authors have already stressed and shown that
maximizing PAPR is not a right approach to design efficient
WPT multisine signals in frequency selective channels.
In Fig 9, we illustrate the discussion in Remark 5. We plot
the DC power Pdc harvested at the load of the circuit in Fig
7 as a function of the input power Pin to the rectifier when
a CW (i.e. a single sinewave) signal is used for excitation.
We also display the RF-to-DC conversion efficiency defined
as η = Pdc/Pin. The diode SMS-7630 becomes reverse
biased at 2Volts, corresponding to an input power of about
1mW. We note that beyond 1mW input power, the output
DC power saturates and η suddenly significantly drops, i.e.
the rectifier enters the diode breakdown region. This circuit
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Fig. 9. Pdc vs Pin and RF-to-DC conversion efficiency η.
was designed for 10µW input power but as we can see it can
operate typically between 1µW and 1mW. Beyond 1mW, a
rectifier with multiple diodes will perform better and avoid
the saturation problem [21], [22], [39], [40].
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
The paper derived a methodology to design waveforms
and characterize the rate-energy region of a point-to-point
MISO WIPT. Contrary to the existing WIPT literature, the
nonlinearity of the rectifier is modeled and taken into account
in the WIPT waveform and transceiver optimization. Moti-
vated by the fact that a multisine waveform outperforms a
multi-carrier modulated waveform from a WPT perspective, a
WIPT waveform is introduced as the superposition of a WPT
waveform (multisine) and a WIT (multi-carrier modulated)
waveform. The waveforms are adaptive to the CSI and result
from a non-convex posynomial maximization problem.
Results highlight that accounting for the rectifier nonlinear-
ity radically changes the design of WIPT. It favours a differ-
ent waveform, modulation, input distribution and transceiver
architecture as well as a different use of the RF spectrum.
Exploiting the rectifier nonlinearity in the WIPT design also
makes a more efficient use of the resources by enabling
enlarged rate-energy regions compared to those obtained by
ignoring the nonlinearity in the system design.
A lot of interesting questions arise from this work. To name
a few, a fundamental question is, how to make the best use
of the RF spectrum for WIPT? Results here highlight that
the conventional capacity-achieving CSCG input distribution
is suboptimal for WIPT. What is the optimal input distri-
bution and how to build corresponding WIPT architecture?
Results also highlight that the design of WIPT differs from
conventional communication due to the inherent nonlinearity
of the wireless power channel. Interesting works consist in
re-thinking WIPT architecture in light of nonlinearity for
broadcast, multiple access, interference and relay channels.
The problem of nonlinearity, waveform design and rate-energy
tradeoff also occurs in other types of communication systems,
such as in backscatter communications [53].
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